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The card shows a China 2c Waterlow dragon with the rare  
BSCo/AMOY perfin. The only two covers he has seen with this  
design are the one partially illustrated plus one other from the  
same correspondence but neither give any clue as to the identity.  
Paul would like to know the user of this perfin and if any  
member can supply the answer, write to him at 4 High Trees Close, 
Willesborough, Ashford, Kent TN24 OND. 

He also supplies the following very interesting details. The Hong  
Kong 4c (affixed because Chinese stamps were not valid for foreign  
mail since China did not join the U.P.U. until 1914) is not  
perfinned but is tied with a small rectangular framed mark  
containing the letters I.P.O. standing for Imperial Post Office.  
This was an official security endorsement applied by the Amoy Post 
Office, who affixed the Hong Kong stamp from their stocks. They  
were not allowed to cancel the 'foreign' stamp and so used the  
so-called tie print to prevent pilfering on the journey to the  
exchange office, in this case, Hong Kong. 

His next plea is for the return of the 2c stamp which has been  
removed - reward offered! The other known card has had the 4c  
Hong Kong stamp removed so if this appears in the same collection  
he would be pleased to obtain this too. Although neither card is  
complete they are the only two perfin combination covers of China  
he has recorded. 

The B&Co/AMOY perfin is known on Hong Kong stamps so maybe one 
of our specialists in this field can identify the user. 

*     *     *     *     * 

THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY IN THE HEYDAY OF PERFINS     Dave Hill 

W.D.and H.O.Wills 

In 1786 Henry Overton came to Bristol from Salisbury and went into 
partnership with Sam Watkins in his tobacco business in Castle St.  
First as Wills Watkins & Co., then H.O.Wills. His sons Henry  
Overton and William Day joined in 1815 and took over in 1826.  
Both were lifetime non-smokers. The firm became W.D.& H.O.Wills  
in 1830, Reckets Wills & Co. in 1833 but reverted to the former  
name in 1847. 

Until 1960 Wills still made a chewing tobacco for Welsh miners. 
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JOHN PLAYER AND SONS LTD 

John Player came to Nottingham from Essex in 1862 and set up  
business as an agent for manures and seeds, selling tobacco as a  
sideline. In 1877 he took over William Wright's factory and  
registered the Castle trademark. 

The American Bonsack machine revolutionised cigarette making.  
Wills introduced their Woodbines made by the machine in 1888. In  
1893 Players installed a similar Elliot machine and other  
manufacturers followed. Cards to stiffen the packets carried  
adverts from 1887 and in 1895 Players issued the first set of  
cards depicting Naval and Military Uniforms following this  
with Soldiers then Ships. 
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MARDON, SON & HALL LTD 
They did much of the advertising for the  
British Tobacco Industry, as did Ogdens. With 
Wills, Mardon Son & Hall developed the packet 
making machine which was leased or licensed to 
other manufacturers. These developments led  
to the demise of the clay pipe. 
 
B.MURATTI SONS & CO. 
This was another firm which included cigar- 
ette cards in their packets, the earliest in  
1899. In the 1933 directory they are shown as 
"proprietors of the United Kingdom Tobacco Co 
(1929) Ltd." They had by that time been taken 
over by Godfrey Phillips Ltd but continued to 
operate as a subsidiary company. 
 
IMPERIAL TOBACCO COMPANY 
In 1901 American Tobacco bought out Ogdens and attempted to  
establish a monopoly by starting a price war. The UK firms banded 
together as the IMPERIAL TOBACCO COMPANY and successfully resisted 
the American company. Ogdens were sold back to ITC in 1902 and  
the companies came to an agreement to market one another's  
products in their respective countries. 

 

Bibliography includes:- 'Pipe Dreams' by Mike Dempsey and  
'Packaging Source Book' and 'The Art of the Label' by Robert Opis.  
John Nelson found the reference to B. Muratti Sons & Co. 




